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Pastis and Pétanque 
In every village from the Rhône Valley to the Italian border, under every deepshaded allée of 
plane trees, the theater of Provençal life plays itself out slowly, serenely, and sociably. The café 
is a way of life in Provence, a cool outdoor living room where friends gather like family and 
share the ritual of the long, slow drink, the discussion of the weather (hot), and an amble over to 
the pétanque (lawn-bowling) court. The players stand, somber and intense, hands folded behind 
backs, and watch the intricate play of heavy metal balls rolling and clicking. A knot of onlookers 
gathers, disperses, is reinforced. 
 
In this region of the animated debate, the waving gesture, the forefinger punching to chest, it is a 
surprisingly quiet pastime. Just as refined a ritual is the drinking of the requisite pastis. The 
server arrives with a tray loaded with the appropriate props: a carafe of water emblazoned with 
“Ricard” or “51”; a bowl with an ice cube or two; a bowl of olives, black as jet; and a stubby 
glass cradling two fingers of amber liquid redolent of anise and licorice. Plop an ice cube into the 
liquor, then slowly pour a rope of cool water into the glass, watching for the magic moment 
when the amber transforms itself to milky white. Sip slowly, mop your forehead, and settle in. 
 
Dining à la Midi 
You’ll eat late in the Midi (south of France), rarely before 1 for lunch, usually after 9 at night. In 
summer, shops and museums may shut down until 3 or 4, as much to accommodate lazy lunchers 
as for the crowds taking sun on the beach. But a late lunch works nicely with a late breakfast—
and that’s another southern luxury.  
 
As morning here is the coolest part of the day and the light is at its sweetest, hotels of every class 
take pains to make breakfast memorable and whenever possible served outdoors. There may be 
tables in the garden with sunny print cloths and a nosegay of flowers, or even a tray on your 
private balcony table. Accompanied by birdsong and cool morning sun, it’s one of the three 
loveliest meals of the day. 
 
Yours for the Basking 
With their worldwide fame as the earth’s most glamorous beaches, the real thing often comes as 
a shock to first-timers: much of the Côte d’Azur is lined with rock and pebble, and the beaches 
are narrow swaths backed by city streets or roaring highways. Some beaches are reviled for their 
famous galets, round white stones the size of a fist, heaped along the shoreline, just where the 
sand should be. Not surprisingly, some resorts ship in truckloads of sand or shovel in loads from 
deep water.  
 
There are some natural sand beaches on the southern French coast—especially between St-
Tropez and Cannes—and some beaches like La Garoupe on Cap d’Antibes enjoy legendary 
status. Provence’s coastline—between the Camargue and St-Tropez—alternates sandy pockets 
with rocky inlets called criques and calanques, where you perch on black rocks and ease yourself 
into turquoise water. 
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In the south of France, you have to get to know the difference between private and public 
beaches. In many of the resort towns along the coast you are charged a fee to use the 
restaurant/hotel beaches, which usually includes a sun-lounger and a parasol. (Note: you can use 
many hotel beaches for free if you drink or dine on them.) But free stretches of public beach are 
available generally close to the center but not on the main “strip,” and you need to bring parasol, 
sun chair, and towel with you. Be sure to arrive early as both kinds of beach are popular with 
locals as well as tourists. 


